To exploit the reliable prior knowledge that the target object in tracking must be an object other than nonobject, in this letter, we propose to adapt objectness for visual object tracking. Instead of directly applying an existing objectness measure that is generic and handles various objects and environments, we adapt it to be compatible to the specific tracking sequence and object. More specifically, we use the newly proposed binarized normed gradient (BING) objectness as the base, and then train an object-adaptive objectness for each tracking task. The training is implemented by using an adaptive support vector machine that integrates information from the specific tracking target into the BING measure. We emphasize that the benefit of the proposed adaptive objectness, named ADOBING, is generic. To show this, we combine ADOBING with eight top performed trackers in recent evaluations. We run the ADOBING-enhanced trackers along with their base trackers on the CVPR2013 benchmark, and our methods consistently improve the base trackers both in overall performance and under all challenge factors. Noting that the way we integrate objectness in visual tracking is generic and straightforward, we expect even more improvement by using tracker-specific objectness.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL OBJECT tracking is a fundamental computer vision task with a wide line of applications for humancomputer interaction, surveillance, vehicle navigation, etc. Despite a large amount of previous efforts, little attention has been given to a simple yet reliable prior that a visual target under tracking should first be an object rather than not. An obvious advantage of integrating such information is to inhibit drifting, as observed in our experiments. This intuition naturally directs our attention to the recently proposed and popularized objectness measure [2] that estimates the likelihood that a given image window contains a whole object.
To apply the objectness for visual object tracking, however, there are two issues need to be addressed. The first one is speed for which we luckily have the newly developed fast objectness algorithm named binarized normed gradient (BING) [6] . The second one is adaptivity, since objectness is originally designed to handle generic objects under various environment; while for tracking, we typically focus on a specific object in a relative stable environment.
Guided by the above idea, in this letter, we propose to integrate objectness for object tracking. First, we derive a novel adaptive objectness based on BING, named ADOBING, that adapts BING to a specific tracking task. In particular, given an image sequence and the initial object-of-interest, ADOBING is learnt by an adaptive support vector machine (SVM) [28] that adjusts BING according to the tracking object and background in the initial frame. This way, the generic objectness is effectively balanced with a specific tracking task at hand, meanwhile the extreme computational efficiency of BING is inherited.
We then integrate ADOBING to exist visual trackers to show the general advantage of using objectness for tracking. Toward the goal, instead of designing a specific mechanism to improve a specific tracker, we employ a straightforward strategy, i.e., linear combination of the original tracking confidence and ADOBING, to improve eight trackers (called base trackers) that have achieved top performances in recent tracking benchmarks [17] , [23] , [26] . We test the objectness enhanced trackers on the CVPR2013 tracking benchmark [26] . The results show not only the consistent improvement over the base trackers by using objectiveness but also the advantage of adapting the original objectness to a tracking specific one.
In summary, our contributions are threefold: 1) integrating objectness for visual tracking; 2) developing a trackingadaptive objectness; and 3) thorough experimental validation with state-of-the-art performance.
II. APPROACH

A. Overview
Our proposed framework to enhance visual tracking by adaptive objectness is summarized in Fig. 1 . In the following, we give a brief description, and postpone more details in other subsections.
Given an input image sequence and tracking initialization (e.g., bounding box for object-of-interest), our framework starts by first learning the adaptive objectness, i.e., ADOBING, using an adaptive SVM. The learning takes two components as input: the tracking-specific training samples D extracted from the tracking initialization, and the base BING objectness algorithm represented by its parameter vector w from [6] .
Let T be the base tracker to be enhanced, f T (·) be the tracking confidence of T for tracking candidates, and f O (·) be the learned ADOBING objectness. Then, during tracking, for each tracking candidate c, we fuse its base tracking inference f T (c) and its adaptive objectness f O (c) in a weighted linear combination. The tracking result is then selected according the fused confidence.
B. Object-Adaptive Objectness 1) Review of BING: In [6] , a 64D BING feature was proposed for efficient objectness estimation. Motivated by the fact that objects are stand-alone things with well-defined closed boundaries and centers [2] , [8] , BING first resizes image windows to a small fixed size (8 × 8 is chosen for the computational reason), then uses the corresponding normed gradients to discriminate objects and nonobject stuff in an image.
In the training stage, it trains a linear model w ∈ R 64 with linear SVM. In the testing stage, the model w is approximated with N w binary vectors a + j and their complements a + j weighted by β j . The 64D normed gradients (each element is saved as a BYTE value) is approximated by N g BING feature
, 1} 64 and is the binary approximation of g at the k th bit. Then, the confidence score of an image window can be efficiently estimated using
Since the dimension of a + j and b k is 64, they can be stored with INT64, and C j,k can be tested using fast BITWISE and POPCNT SSE operators. BING is more efficient than the edge box objectness measure [33] exploited in [16] for visual tracking.
2) Learning Adaptive Objectness: As briefed in Section II-A, we can formulate the learning of adaptive objectness as following: given the training data D = {x i , y i } N i=1 and a previously learned linear model w ∈ R 64 (i.e., BING), where x i ∈ R 64 is a normed gradients vector of an image patch and y i = ±1 is its binary label, our task is to learn a linear model w adapted from w. a) Objective function: To train the linear model w, we use the adaptive SVM framework [28] so that the discrepancy between w and w can be constrained while minimizing the classification error over D. Specifically, the regularizer w 1 in the standard 1 -regularized linear SVM [30] , as used in BING [6] , is replaced by w − w 1 . Now, we have the following objective function:
where C is the regularization weight.
b) Solving (1) with coordinate descent: We employ the coordinate descent algorithm with 1-D Newton direction to solve the optimization in (1) . The idea is to iteratively improve w, and, in each iteration, improving w sequentially along each dimension. In the following, we use w (k) for w at the beginning of the kth iteration, and w (k,j) for w (k) after updating along its jth dimension (1 ≤ j ≤ 64).
Following [7] , for the ith training sample (
Then, a Algorithm 1. Coordinate Descent [30] Input: w (1) ∈ R n 1: for k = 1, 2, . . . , iterate until convergence do 2: w (k,1) = w (k) 3: for j = 1, 2, . . . , n do 4:
Find z by solving the sub-problem (2) exactly or approximately.
5:
w (k,j+1) = w (k,j) + ze j . 6: end for 7: w (k+1) = w (k,n+1) . 8: end for 9: return w (k) coordinate descent for updating the jth component of w (k) is achieved by solving the following 1-D subproblem:
where subscript j indicates the jth element of the associated vector, and L j (z; u) = C i∈I(u+zej ) b i (u + ze j ) 2 , and e j ∈ R 64 is the vector with the jth element be 1 and all others be 0. The coordinate descent framework is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that g j (z) is not differentiable, to solve the (2), we calculate the Newton direction by considering only the secondorder approximation of the loss term L j (z; w (k,j) ) and solve
where
and
Note that L j (0, w (k,j) ) in the above formula is a generalized second derivative [5] , since L j (z; w (k,j) ) is not twice differentiable.
With some derivation similar in [30] , it can be shown that (3) has the following closed-form solution: 
We then conduct a line search procedure to check if β t d satisfy the following sufficient decrease condition: (7) where β ∈ (0, 1), t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and σ ∈ (0, 1). The first β t d that satisfies the condition (7) is chosen as the solution for the subproblem (2).
C. Encoding Adaptive Objectness for Tracking
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , in addition to the learning algorithm, three components are needed for encoding objectness for tracking, including preparing training samples, selecting a base tracker, and fusing the base tracker with the proposed adaptive objectness.
1) Generating Training Samples D : For each sequence, we use the first frame to generate training samples D with a sliding window fashion over the entire image. One image patch is labeled as positive if its overlap with the ground truth is greater than some predefined threshold; otherwise, it is labeled as negative. Fig. 2 presents the confidence map of the original BING and the learned ADOBING for a specific tracking task.
In this study, we limit the samples to the first frames mainly for two reasons. First, theoretically, only the initialization is guaranteed to be the true target and tracking results from the second frame can be polluted. Second, though we aim to adjust the original objectness for the specific tracking sequence, we want to avoid overfitting the objectness. In other words, using limited number of samples balances the generic property and the tracking specificity of the proposed adaptive objectness. That been said, in practice, one may collect more samples from several initial frames for improvement.
2) Selecting Base Trackers: It is impractical to use all existing tracking algorithms to validate the efficacy of integrating objectness, instead, we select top ranked trackers in recent tracking evaluations [17] , [23] , [26] . More specifically, we first create an initial set of trackers that ranked within top 10 in any of these evaluations. Then, from these trackers, we chose those with open source implemented in C/C++, since BING and our ADOBING are both implemented in C++. Such selection provides us six base trackers, namely BSBT [24] , Frag [1] , MIL [3] , OAB [10] , SemiT [11] , and Struck [12] .
It is worth noting that there are several recently proposed trackers that reported very promising results on the CVPR'13 benchmark, such as [4] , [9] , [13] - [15] , [18] - [22] , [25] , [27] , [31] , [32] . However, most of their released source codes are not in C or C++, which makes it hard for fairly evaluate their combination with objectness. The only exceptions are MTA [18] and TGPR [9] , which have C/C++ implementation available and are included in our set of base trackers. In summary, we have eight state-of-the-art trackers selected as base trackers.
3) Encoding Objectness: In this letter, to show the benefit provided by objectness is generic, we follow a straightforward strategy to directly combine the tracking confidence and objectness measure. Roughly speaking, for a base tracker T , when a new frame arrives, to identify the tracking target, a set of candidate C = {c i } is first constructed; then a tracking confidence f T (·) applies to each candidate; finally the candidate with maximum confidence value is selected as the tracking result. To integrate objectness (either BING or ADOBING), we simply replace f T by an objectness-enhanced confidence f OT , and f OT is a weighted sum of f T and f O , where f O (·) is the objectness measure of a candidate. In particular, for a candidate c i ∈ C, we have
where λ is a constant weight. The above strategy has been applied to all eight base trackers. For each base tracker, we normalize the original confidence (probability, cost, etc.) for the strategy. It is emphasizing that, despite its simplicity, the strategy boosts consistently all base trackers in our experiment when using the proposed ADOBING.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed objectness-enhanced tracking algorithms on the CVPR2013 benchmark [26] . The CVPR2013 visual tracking benchmark [26] includes 50 fully annotated sequences. To further understand the strength and weakness of tracking algorithms, these sequences are categorized according to 11 challenging factors containing illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV), background clutter (BC), and low resolution (LR). For the parameter setting of the base trackers, we set them as the default. For adaptive SVM, we set C = 0.01 in (1); for combining the confidence from a base tracker with the objectness measure, we set λ = 0.1 in (8). These parameter settings are throughout all the experiments. Since we just use the training samples collected from the first frame of each sequence to train ADOBING, ADOBING itself works as efficiently as BING after training. In practice, the ADOBING-enhanced trackers are about 15% slower than their corresponding base trackers on average.
In the experiment, in addition to test each base tracker along with its ADOBING-enhanced version, we also run a BINGenhanced version that uses the original BING objectness. In the following, for a base tracker "T," we use "T+ADOB" and "T+BING" to denote the two objectness-enhanced version of "T."
A. Evaluation Metrics
We follow the protocol in [26] for evaluation. One metric is the precision plot based on center location error (CLE), which is defined as the Euclidean distance between the center of the tracked target position and the manually labeled ground truth. As in [26] , the precision score at the threshold = 20 pixels is used to rank the trackers in our evaluation. Another metric is the success plot based on the bounding box overlap score S = |rt∩rg| |rt∪rg| , where | · | denotes the area. The area under curve (AUC) derived from the success plot is used to rank the trackers. Comparing with the precision obtained at the threshold 20, AUC measures the overall performance and is therefore more accurate, so we mainly use AUC in our analysis. We run each tracker through a test sequence with the ground truth initialization in the first frame. These two metrics have also been used to evaluate multiple target tracking in [29] . Fig. 3 shows the success and the precision plots of the eight ADOBING-enhanced trackers and their corresponding base trackers. In both plots, we can see that the ADOBING-enhanced trackers are consistently better than their corresponding base ones. Table I gives the quantitative comparison of the base trackers and the two versions of objectness-enhanced trackers. The results show that the proposed adaptive objectness (i.e., ADOBING) brings more benefits than BING for all base trackers.
B. Results
C. Attribute-Based Performance Analysis
Taking advantage of the attribute annotation of each sequence, we analyze the performance of the object-adaptive objectness for visual tracking under different challenging factors. Table II summarizes the performance gain of using ADOBING. The AUC for base trackers under each attribute is calculated by averaging the AUC of all the base trackers on the corresponding subset of sequences; the AUC for the ADOBING-enhanced trackers is obtained in a similar way.
From the results, we can see that ADOBING helps visual tracking algorithms consistently under all the challenge factors. The largest performance gain is achieved for OV. A possible reason for this is that when an object is moving out of view, it often generates partial objects to incorrectly update the base tracker; by contrast, ADOBING helps inhibiting such partial objects since they usually have low objectness. On the other end, the gain for LR is relatively small, which can be attributed to the lack of reliable guidance from the base trackers due to the weak appearance information.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we propose to use adaptive objectness for assisting object tracking. Based on the recently proposed fast objectness algorithm named BING, we have designed a tracking-adaptive objectness named ADOBING through adaptive SVM. ADOBING effectively adjust the general objectness estimation for taking into consideration tracking specific information. Consequently, when integrated into a base tracker, it can help reduce the chance of drifting by avoiding tracking candidates that do not appear like an object. To validate the idea, ADOBING is integrated into eight highly ranked trackers chosen from recent published evaluations. Then, these trackers are tested on the CVPR2013 benchmark including in total 50 sequences. The results show that integration of ADOBING, even in a straightforward way, consistently improves these trackers.
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